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1 The genus series and some background

This talk is concerned with properties of the generating series that counts the number of rooted
graphs embedded on orientable surfaces with respect to the number of vertices, edges, faces, and
genus, and with combinatorial aspects of the symmetric group.

Of course, the genus is determined by the Euler-Poincare formula once the numbers ofvertices,
edges and faces has been specified so, in this sense, the preservation of genus is redundant. Informally,
uTs'to'be imagined that a graph has been drawn on a surface in such a way that the continuous^line
segments repr^enting edges do not intersect each other, except at the vertices. ^On deletion of the
graph, the surface separates into regions homeomorphic to open discs, to be called the faces of the
map. Finally, a map is rooted by selecting a mutually incident vertex, edge and face. Equivalently,
thisr canbe"done by'selecting an edge and~a direction to the edge. The generating series constructed

in"this~way is called the genus senes for orientable surfaces. Throughout, it is to be assumed that
all maps are rooted.

There is a long history of work on maps by combinatorialists, particularly on the sphere
driven partly by the Four Colour Problem. Tutte's enumerative work in this connexion has inspired
subsequent investigations extending his original constructions. Work on the genus series may lead
to information about classes of maps and their interrelation.

Interest in maps has been heightened by its connexion to questions arising m mathematical
physics. For example, random surfaces occur in the study of matter coupled to 2-dimensional gravity
and'serve as a toy model for string theory. The genus series can be regarded as a discretisation of
a'functional integral of a particular action, the Einstein action, over all metrics. Vertices of degree
one-and'two are not allowed in this context. la the double scaling limit, when certain combinatonal
parameters are mutually scaled and allowed to tend to infinity, a finite limit is obtained. It is then

^
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supposed that information of physical importance survives the discretisation and the passage to the
limit. The resulting series is called the partition function for the physical model.

Of particular interest in this context is the discretisation where only vertices of degree four
occur. This corresponds to the situation where the fourth power of the potential function <f> occurs,
and the model is therefore called the 4>*-model. To the combinatorialist, the maps are therefore
vertez ^-regular. In addition, there is interest in the case when there is no condition imposed on
vertex degrees. This corresponds to the situation where log(l -<^)-1 occurs. The model is called the
Penner model. Combinatorially, this corresponds to the set of all maps. These observations account
for an interest in the set of all maps, and the set of vertex Jfc-regular maps which will be evident in
this talk.

A great deal of work has been done in mathematical physics from the seventies' onwards on
the partition function, Feynman integrals, and the discretisation of the partition function. In this
talk, I will give a combinatorialisalion of the general approach that they have used for the vertex
4-regular case. This is the analytic approach referred to in the title. I shall also give an entirely
different approach that rests on the group algebra of the symmetric group, and for this reason I have
termed it the algebraic approach, to distinguish it from the former. It is interesting that there are
combinalorial relations that are oblainable from one approach and not the other, and by both.

It is not my intention to give an encylopaedic account of these topics. Instead, I have focussed
upon the genus series itself, which is of sufficient interest in its own right, for the reasons given
above. This is reflected in the material I have cited in the bibliography. However, I trust that these
references will serve an interested reader as good sources for backtracking to important material
of further interest. In the interests of brevity, I have not included bibliographic references in this
extended abstract: the reader is directed to the separate bibliography whose annotations take care
of these points.

2 The algebraic approach

Let C7 be a graph embedded in an orientable surface. Assign directions to each edge, and then assign
a label from 1 to n to each of the n edges. For an edge labelled e, let e~ denote its tail and e+ its
liead. These are called edge-end labels. ^From this we construct two permutations v, £ G. ©2n, as
follows. For each vertex. list the edge-end labels encountered in describing a small circle around it in
a direction consistent with the orientation of the surface. The collection of these lists form the cycle
dccomposition of a permutation in 6-2n, since these lists are pairwise disjoint. The permutation
is denoted by v. Now list the pair of edge-end labels associated with each edge. Each pair can be
regarded as a 2-cycle, and together they form the cycle decomposition of a fixed-point free involution
e in Gin since the labels are pairwise disjoint.

Let (ii = re. The cycle structure of <f> can be determined combinatorially by moving along an
edge under the action of v, rotating under the action of i/ to find the next edge, and repeating this
until all edge-end labels have been used, or such a label has been encountered for a second time. In
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this case a cycle has been constructed, and this corresponds to a circumperipheral tour of a face.
The process is repeated until each symbol has been encountered at least once.

By the embedding theorem, an embedding is uniquely specified by a permutation i/. Moreover,
there are 2"-l(n- 1)! distinct ways of assigning edge-end labels to a rooted map. The permutation
v is called a rotation aysiem. However, not every permutation in ©zn is a rotation system for a map,
since the resulting structure may not be connected. Instead, an arbitrary permutation v G ©2n
corresponds to an unordered set ofembeddings of maps on surfaces, and we call such a collection a
premap. The permutation v is then the rotation system for a premap.

Let x = (z 1, 13,... ) where Xj is an indeterminate marking a vertex of degree j. Let y =
(yi, 1/2, . . .) where yj is an indeterminate marking a face of degree j, so such a face is bounded by j
edges. Let z be an indeterminate marking the number of edges. Then the generating series for the
number of rooted maps counted with respect to the degree sequences for vertices and faces and the
number of edges is denoted by M(x, y, z). If u is an indeterminate marking the genus then

F(u2, x, y, 2) = u2Af(u-lx, u-ly, uz),

by the Euler-Poincare formula, is the genus series for maps on orientable surfaces. However, it
suffices to set u = 1, and we therefore regard M(x, y, z) as the genus series instead. Note that
r   Q[u, x, y][[^]]. It follows from the relation between the sets of premaps and maps, and the
multiplicity associated with the edge labelling that

M(x, y, z)=2^1ogJZ(x, y, z)
where R is the generating series for rotation systems for premaps, with respect to the cycle-type of
ve marked by y, the cycle-type of v marked by x, and n marked by 2.

Clearly it is necessary to address the problem of determining the number of cycles in the product
of i/ and c. Since partitions of 2n are a natural index for the conjugacy classes of ©2n, and since
this index is precisely cycle-type, that also corresponds to vertex- and face-degree sequence, we can
work in the centre of the group algebra of the symmetric group. This is spanned by Ka, the formal
sum of the conjugacy class indexed by a, for all a; h 2n. By using the orthogonal idempotents that
span the centre, we have the following result.

Theorem 2. 1 (A character representation of the genus series)

R^' --'= E ̂  E_ ̂ »'"^ E ̂ ^^^-rn>0 ". ^"-1: y, ^-2n tfh2n

^

The summatioas are over all partitions of 2n, h" is the size of the conjugacy class indexed by v, fe
is the degree of the irreducible representation indexed by 0, xt is the value of the character of this
representation on the class indexed by v, and x^ = x^x^ ..., where n, is the number of occurrences
of j in the partition t/. This then gives an algebraic formulation of the genus series. The characters are
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not easy to deal with in this combinatorial context. For example, it is entirely unclear that F, defined
now formally in terms of the character sums, actually belongs to <Q[u, x, y] [[z]]. Combinatorially, it
is clear that it should, but there are identities between the characters that ensure that terms with
negative powers of u do not arise. Moreover, restriction to the sphere appears to be difficult, except
in the case of trees, where it can be done.

Nevertheless, this form of the genus series can be used to obtain a strikingly simple relationship
between the genus series for two classes of maps. Let

M4(x, y, z) = M(x, y, z) at x = (0, 0, 0, z, 0,.. .), y = (y, y,... ),
M^(x, y, z) = Af(x, y, z) at x = (z. i,.. .), y = (y, y,...)

be the genus series for the sets of vertex 4-regular maps and all maps, with respect to the numbers
of vertices, edges and faces (the degree distributions having been suppressed). T^(u, x, y, z) and
TM-(u, x, y, z) are defined similarly. Let He(y) be the polynomial in y of degree \0\ defined by
^(y) = n;wi (!/ - J + 1)(<!J). where (y)(") = s/(y+ !).. . (y+ n - 1). Then

^(r, y, z) = ^ ̂ ; ^ ffx^H, (x)H, (y).
n>0

n!(2n)!
»^2n

It can be shown by a lengthy argument that hinges on properties of particular characters, their
factorisation and the factorisation of He(y) that these two genus series are related as follows.

CoroUary 2.2 r4 (u2, a:, y, 2-) = ^{r^(4u2, r+u, z, ;2t/) + r^(4u2, a: - u, .r, z2y)}.

This indicates a correspondence at the combinatorial level between vertex 4-regular maps of genus g,
and all maps of genus g and lower. Some hints are offered in this result. For example the substitution
a; i-+ a;+u suggests that a vertex can be canonically replaced by a vertex or a handle. For the sphere,
u = 0, and the relation reduces to one for which there is a direct combinatorial construction, namely,
in dual form, the bijection between quadrangulations and maps, due to Tutte. This construction
does not extend to the general relation given here.

The genus series for monopoles (maps with only one vertex) can be obtained fromTheorem 2. 1.
This is equivalent to determining the number qi(n) of permutations in ©2n with k cycles that are
a product of a fixed full cycle in 6;n and a fixed-point free involution. It can be shown that this
number satisfies

(n + l)qi(n) = (2n - l)(n - l)(2n - 3)<?»(n - 2) + 2(2n - l)gfc-i(n - 1).

No direct combinatorial proof of this recurrence is known.

Vertices of degree one and two are not permitted in the physics models. It has been shown by
others that vertices of degree one can be introduced into maps with none of them in all possible ways
by inserting trees into each corner of the maps, a comer being defined by two edges with a common
vertex in the boundary of the same face. Vertices of degree two can be introduced into maps with
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none of them by edge subdivision. A relation can therefore be obtained between the genus series
MI} for maps with no vertices of degree one or two, and M^, by a compositional argument on edges.
In view of the introductory discussion, this relation implies a connexion between a pair of matruc
models and, equivalently, a connexion between the ̂ 4-model (corresponding to M^) and the Penner
model (corresponding to M^], at least at the combinatorial level of graphs embedded on surfaces,
before the double scaling limit has been taken.

The same theory can be extended to hypermaps, or face 2-colourable maps, to obtain similar
relationships between classes of maps. No simpler argument is presently known for deriving this type
of result and, again, it would be particularly interesting to have a proof based on operations on the
surfaces. A further result can be obtained relating the genus series for face 2-coloured triangulations
to the genus series for all face 2-coloured maps. The persistence of results of this sort in various
circumstances is strong evidence that there ought to be some very nice combinatorial constructions
working below the surface.

3 The analytic approach

An alternative representation for the genus series takes as its point of departure an entirely diflferent
way of determining the number of cycles in a permutation. The importance of this task has already
been seen to be a consequence of the embedding theorem. One way is to track the action of a
permutation r   Gn on an element, and thence obtain the cycle decompositioa and the desired
number K(r) of cycles in v. This underlies the approach that has been described above. Another
approach is to note that, for a positive integer N,

.

VK(T)= E ^..^... ^,.. (.,.

K. i,...,. "<//

From the embedding theorem, an essential part of the genus series is the determination of

^(y)= ^ yK (T\
)r rC(3«]

for a partition a, where v is an arbitrary but fixed element of the conjugacy class Ca of ©2n. Let
the connector function ^>, for orientable surfaces, be defined by

V, :N2xN2-. {0, l}:((p, g), (r, s))^-<5p,, <?,, r,

where H is the set of all positive integers. Let (/ be a fixed permutation in Co, where a t- 2n. Then

2n

Aa{N)= Y^ ^ II^((tj, ^y)), (^o-), i^(j)))-
l$ii,..., ia. $//peC(3«]J=l

^
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To sum over involutions, let r, s, be positive integers, let g be an integer such that 0 <: q <2,
and let the linear functional ( ) on Q[[.CI, ..., .CA']] be defined by

(xr, x',} = (x^} . (x;} ifj^k, and {x]n+v) = h^6,, o.

A summation theorem for ( ) can be given as an alternative to Wick's lemma, and in a form
extensible to conjugacy classes other than C[2«]. It is convenient to work with the product over
1,..., 2n, and the use below of the square root is simply a syntactic device to facilitate this. Let
1 < »i,.. ., *"2n ̂  A^, let x = (a;i,..., x^) and let 5i;(x) be a homogeneous linear polynomial in x for
k= 1,..., AT. Then

E H <ff>y(x)^o>(x)}2 = (ff.. (x)---ff.,. (x)}.
P C|2n]J=l

The crucial task is to construct an integral representation for the ̂ . Since (xjXi) = 6jk, this
can be constructed systematically by generalising the following integral representation of the linear
functional from a set of singly indexed indeterminates to a set of doubly indexed indeterminates.
Let x = (a-i,. . ., x^) and let /(x) be a polynomial in .FI, .. ., Zf,'. Then

(/(x)) =
S^f(x}c-^+ +I^dx

;^c-5(r?+-+^)(fx
It is sufficient to prove the result for the monomial x\l ... x^', where t"i,..., t'Ar are nonnegative
integers. Let /i:(a) = f^xke~c'z dx where a is real and nonnegative. Then I-tk-i(oi) = 0, and
hk(a) = ((2k)\v/Tr/k'AI:a^k+^'2}, leading to the result.

The multiplicative property of () is seen to be a consequence of the multiplicativityofthe kernel
of the integral. To construct an integral representation of ̂ , it is necessary to replace a-i,..., .CAT by
a doubly indexed set of indeterminates 011, 012,..., a/v//. Clearly (ap, ar,} = 6p,r6y,,, but this is not
the desired evaluation of ̂ >. Instead, let

/^<7(M)£-^tr&c<M3rfM
^M^ = JV^V'7i. ^M,.. ~"-

f^e-^tMldM
where V/v is the set of 3il\ N x N Hermitian complex matrices. Then

Aa{N}= (IJ(traceMJ)a^ ),
^>1

where a = [lal, 2a:l,...], and from this it can be shown that

9 , -- /-V-^, t-l^>'/7ktraceMt
M(x, N, z)= 2z^-log ̂ ez-*>'' *'v' "~- ^.
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^

It is well known that an integral of this form can be transformed. The integrand is invariant un-
der the adjoint action of the unitary group so, by unitary diagonalisation, the integral is replaced by
one over the spectrum, which is real, and an integration over the unitary group, which is straight-
forward either by constructing Haar measure or by indirect computation. Let A = (Ai,.. ., A^),
pk == A^ + ... +A^, let i; be a positive integer, y, z, a;i,.&2,. .. be mdeterminates, x == (zi,.C2,. . . ),
and let V(A) denote the Vandermonde deterininant. The transformations lead to the following.

Theorem 3. 1 (Integral representation of the genus series)

R(^ N, . ) = -^ H 1, . f_y2 (X)e^^ ^kskpke-^d\   Q[x. Ar] [[z]]
^/2T"^J' J^N

R(x, N, ;) is a power series in : with coefficients which are polynomial in N and in a;i,.C2, . . -, so
R(x, y. :} is defined by replacing N formally by y.

The role played by N is crucial. In using this theorem, it is necessary to carry out integrations
to the point where the polynomial dependency on N is explicit. But this may obscure the parity and
the degree of the polynomial. In certain cases, these can be recovered by hypergeometric analysis,
but with some difficulty. It would be most useful to be able to derive the genus series in parity- and
degree-respecling form, and with respect to a basis with the property that restriction to the sphere
is immediate.

So far, it has not been possible to use this integral representation to provide an alternative
proof of the relationship between the genus series for vertex 4-regular maps and the genus series
for all maps. There are certain serious obstacles to this, of which the main one seems to be the
requirement that N is to be a positive integer and not an indeterminate.

The integral representation can be used, however, to determine the genus series for vertex
t-regular maps. The derivation is lengthy and is a consequence of a careful examination of the de-
termination of the genus series for monopoles and dipoles (maps with two vertices, these being of the
same degree). The integration is carried out indirectly by using the superposition of combinatorial
structurra associated with integrals of products of xn and Hermite polynomials against e~x /7dx,
with respect to which the IIermite polynomials are orthogonal.

The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N, and X = (Xi,.. -, Xk) and u = (ui,.. -, "<:)
are vectors of indeterminates. For convenience, we set XQ = 1. For a vector a- = (<TI, .. ., o-t), of
positive integers, mj(a) is the number of occurrences of j in <r. For cr   Nt, let ua = u^1... u^" and
a! = Q)!- . -at!. Let

^,, >. ^,, j^^,, ^^(^^. j:)-. }.
Let [A'? . - A'^_i]/(A', u) denote the constant term of/ in Xi,..., Xt-i, namely, the subseries of /
of terms independent of A'i, .. ., -Yt-i.
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Theorem 3.2 (The genus series for vertex regular maps) Let a   Ni; and lei Pa(N), a poly-
nomial in N, be such that

E ^W^-l=[A"-.. X,°_, ]^(X, u)n(l-^)-l.
a Nfc^>l u: «"=T v ' ^t-l

Let n be a positive integer or a half-integer. Then the genus series for 2n-regular maps on k vertices
and nk edges, with respect to faces (marked by y), is

2"kk _ , , _ - . ^ f-l)((a)-1 i
(2^TFn-t^ where Fn-k^ = E '-1/;,)' ,,^, )! E p-(^).

aht ffCSk

Regular maps are of interest since their genus series contains the genus series 4kF^,k(y) for vertex
4-regular maps and these, as has been observed, are associated with the i^4-model. Although it has
not been possible to derive an explicit expression for the genus series itself, the form obtained in the
theorem is a remarkably elementary one which fully captures information about genus.

In fact, the integral representation for the genus series can be derived directly from the character
representation by means of the ring of symmetric functions. In this way, the construction of an
integral representation of the connector function and the subsequent use of Haar measure is entirely
avoided. In this sense, the derivation of the integral representation can be regarded as a formal one,
although it does depend on the existence of the integral f^e~x ^dx.

An integral representation can also be obtained for hypermaps, and for maps on nonorientable
surfaces. In fact it is necessary to deal with noaorieatable and orientable surfaces together, to treat
the nonorientable case. The connector function for the union of the surfaces can be shown to be

^:N2 xN2 {0, l}:((p, g), (r, s))-^,. 5,, r+<5p,r5,,,,

and it is not difficult to follow the previous argument to see that there is a corresponding integral
representation for this function. The integral in this case is over a\l N x N real symmetric matrices,
the diagonalising group is the orthogonal group, and the Jacobian of the transformation is the
absolute value of the Vandermonde determinant, rather than its square. In principle, this suggests
a means of finding a generalisation of the relation for the genus series for vertex 4-regular maps
in orientable surfaces to nonorientable surfaces. However, an additional symmetrisation is involved
because of the presence of the absolute value of the Vandermonde, and it is not easy to see how to
proceed. Moreover, there may be a direct algebraic proof of the integral representation, analogous
to the one for the orientable case.

For the remaining finite dimensional real division algebra, the quaternions, much of the argu-
ment remains intact. The diagonalising group is the symplectic group, the Jacobiaa is the fourth
power, and some of the integrations can be carried out. It is possible to work back to construct
an analogue of ̂ >, in the absence of combinatorial information, and then to consider, in the light of
the previous development, whether ^ captures anything of combinatorial significance. Of course, it
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would be natural, at least to speculate that the extra flip in the symplectic group looks after the
"under and over" in the case of knots. A moment's reflexion will remind one that a canonical rep-
resentation for a knot, which would be an essential ingredient for this to be more than speculation,
is not presently known, and that invariance under the Reidermeister operations, which would be
essential also, is not evident.

4 An application of maps

There is an interesting and potentially important application of the theory of maps to a general
combinatorial question. In seeking to transport combmatorial questions to the ring of symmetric
functions, it would be useful to have a set ofsymmetric functions with the same connexion coefficients
under multiplication as the conjugacy classes of ©n as elements Ka of the centre of the group algebra.
A purely algebraic construction for certain elements in this set has been given by Macdonald in
unpublished notes. For example, explicit calculation yields, for n > 7,

K(i. -«,, ]K(i. -*3) = 3(n - 3)K(i. ->3] + 4(n - 4)K[i. -«2a] + \ 4K[r-«24] + K[r-^^3] + 5K[i. -. 5] ̂  ,

where the top terms arc enclosed in large braces; the term for K^ is top in K<, K^ if /(a-) + 1(0) =
" + 1(7).

Macdonald's construction is the following. Let H(t;x) be the generating series for the complete
symmetric functions /i, in a-i. r;,.... The monomial symmetric functions are denoted by m\. For
symmetric functions in 2-, the usual inner product (, )« on the ring ofsymmetric functions is defined
by (mA, /»p)r = 6^. Let u and ( be related by u = tH(t^). Then ( is implicitly a power series
in u so we'may write ( = uHi'(u;x) where H*(u;x) = Ei>o/l?(:I;)u* is uniquely defined. Let
h\ = h^ h\ .. -. Then the u\ are defined by <UA, A^} = ^, »i.

For a partition o, let a-1 be the partition obtained by subtracting one from each of the
positive parts of a (and suppressing resulting zeros). Macdonald observed that the top connexion
coeflRcients (indexed by A) of the class algebra of ©" are precisely the connexion coefficients (indexed
by A - 1) for these symmetric functions. For example, "[isjup] = 4u(i3] + u^i^+^u^, where these
coefBcients correspond to the top terms, eDclosed in braces in the above numerical example.

This algebraic construction can be motivated combinatorially by using a particularly simple
class of hypermaps, namely vertex 2-coloured edge-rooted trees in the plane, and the embedding
theorem for hypermaps, as follows. Let a, /? be partitions of n such that /(a) + /(/?) = " -t- 1.
where /(a) is the number of parts of a. Then there is a bijection between two-coloured plane edge-
rooted trees on n edges with white vertex distribution oc and black vertex distribution 0, and pairs
(<7, /»), ofpermutationsin 6n, with cycle distributions a;, /? respectively, such that <rp = (1, 2,.. ., n).
Therefore, the generating series for the set of such trees is \VB where W and B satisfy

B = ^(wi + u'2^ + WyW2 +...), W = ^1 + b-sB + fraB2 +... ).

<.
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Let a, 0, f\-n with /(a)+/(/?) = l(f)+n. The coefficient of K, in KoKg is the connexion coefficient
denoted by [K^] Kc, K^. Then

[K^K»K^=K6^n[r'+l]»'B.
»>1

Since the h^(z) are algebraically independent, let ID, = A7_, (;) and 6, = h',_^(y) so D = (I!*{W;:)
and W = (;H*(B;y) It can be shown that this implies that [C--l-l]»r5 = /i;. _i(y, ;). Then from
the construction, [K^] K<»K^ == [h^(z)h^(y)]h^_^(y, z) = [u, _i]u^_iu^_i, a property of dual
bases, which is Macdonald's observation.

In principle, connexion coefficieats other than the top ones can be determined by looking at
other classes of hypermaps (or their duals) that can be counted, and other surfaces. An obvious
candidate is the set of vertex 2-coloured maps, in the sphere, witli exactly two faces. The corre-
spending graphs consist of a single cycle, incident with rooted trees, so expressions can be written
down for the generating function for them. However, they appear to be unenlighlening, at least at
the moment. Moreover, the more remote a term is from (op, the more complex is the corresponding
map. Indeed, from this point of view, the determination of the genus series and the construction of
the desired set of symmetric functions appear to be equivalent tasks.

There is a tantalising observation that can be made. The Afurphy elements in C6n are defined
by ri = (1, k)+ (2, k)+ ... +(k - 1, jfc), for Jb = 2,.. ., n. These commute, and it is known that
symmetric functions of them generate the centre ofCGn. By using power sum symmetric functions of
them it is possible to perform computations that generate the desired symmetric functions. Uowever,
nothing appears to be known about these symmetric functions beyond the numerical. Still, it is not
unreasonable to anticipate that properties of the Murphy elements may hold the key to the new
symmetric functions, and that once found it ought to be feasible to develop some of their properties.
Perhaps a trenchant flash of insight into the combinatorics of transpositions would help.
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